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I. INTRODUCTION
Perhaps more than any other technology, text analytics is
revolutionizing legal practice. Text analytics, also known as text mining,
employs natural language processing (“NLP”), machine learning (“ML”),
and other computational techniques automatically to extract meaning or
semantics from text archives.1 In the legal domain, the focus is on
analyzing case decisions, contracts, statutes, and other legal texts.

* Professor of Law and Intelligent Systems, University of Pittsburgh School of Law, and Senior Scientist,
Learning Research and Development Center. The author can be reached at ashley@pitt.edu.
Editorial Note: At the invitation of Professor Felix Chang, Professor Ashley presented the substance of
this Article in a talk entitled “New Developments in Legal Text Analytics”, part of a panel of talks on
Modeling Legal Reasoning at the University of Cincinnati College of Law’s 2021 Corporate Symposium.
The Law Review extends its gratitude to Professor Felix Chang, Professor Sean Mangan, and the entire
Corporate Law Center for their continued support and growth of corporate law scholarship and innovation.
1. Kevin Ashley, Automatically Extracting Meaning From Legal Texts: Opportunities and
Challenges, 35 GA. STATE UNIV. L. REV. 1117 (2019); Michael Simon et al., Lola v. Skadden and the
Automation of the Legal Profession, 20 YALE J.L. & TECH. 234, 253 (2018).
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Argument mining, a subset of text analytics, focuses on text analytic
discovery of argument-related information.2 This includes identifying
elements of legal arguments in cases or memoranda such as premises and
conclusions, argument and counter argument relationships, the roles
sentences play in the legal arguments, and substantive strengths or
weaknesses in a party’s claim.
Text analytic tools are widely applied in legal practice.3 They have
changed the way law firms engage in discovery, perform due diligence,
and even compose briefs and memoranda. Corporate legal departments
are employing these tools to revamp their methods for monitoring their
contractual obligations and compliance issues—not just in response to
litigation or other emergencies but on a regular basis.
While the extent of the revolution in legal practice and its effect on
legal employment may be inflated or disputed, text analytics have
revolutionized research in Artificial Intelligence (“AI”) and Law. “AI and
Law” is a subarea of computer science that focuses on building
computational models of tasks that require human intelligence, such as
legal reasoning behaviors.4 Since the 1980s and before, the field has
focused on representing legal knowledge to enable computers to model
legal reasoning, argumentation, and explanation. These representations
and models enabled computers to analyze cases and draw analogies to
precedents, but they had one glaring weakness: they required manually
representing the cases and precedents. Programmers had to read all of the
cases which were to be modeled and fill in templates or schemes that
computers could process. In other words, the need to manually represent
the legal knowledge stymied the modeling efforts, a bottleneck that has
long afflicted knowledge-based AI.5
Today, the research paradigm in AI and Law has largely shifted. As
we will see, text analytic techniques do not require engineering sets of
legal concepts and features to represent legal knowledge. Rather, NLP
techniques and ML can use deep learning neural networks to predict legal
outcomes and classify legal texts statistically, directly from quantitative
representations of the texts as vectors, that is, as a series of numbers.6
Unlike knowledge-based approaches, AI can make predictions without
2. Ashley, supra note 1, at 1117; Henning Wachsmuth et al., Using Argument Mining to Access
the Argumentation Quality of Essays, PROC. COLING 2016, 26TH INT’L CONF. ON COMPUTATIONAL
LINGUISTICS: TECH. PAPERS 1680 (2016).
3. Brian S. Haney, Applied Natural Language Processing for Law Practice, INTELL. PROP. &
TECH. F., B.C. L. SCH. 1, 22-31 (2020); Robert Dale, Law and Word Order: NLP in Legal Tech, 25 NAT.
LANGUAGE ENG’G 211 (2019); Ashley, supra note 1, at 1119.
4. Ashley, supra note 1, at 1117.
5. KEVIN ASHLEY, ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND LEGAL ANALYTICS: NEW TOOLS FOR LAW
PRACTICE IN THE DIGITAL AGE, 11 (2017).
6. Haney, supra note 3; Ashley, supra note 1, at 1121-1122.
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identifying elements of legal rules, issues, factors, values, or other kinds
of legal knowledge. It can base its predictions on patterns and frequencies
of words.
Text analytic tools have proliferated in the legal industry to the extent
that, increasingly, law schools offer courses about the technology, its
capabilities, and its limitations.7 These courses introduce students to
various practical uses, or use cases,8 to which the technology has been
applied in the legal domain. Such use cases include identifying edocuments that are relevant to a legal claim or subject to privilege,
retrieving case decisions that involve a particular legal issue or answer a
legal question, generating a draft memorandum supporting a particular
type of motion, or predicting the statutory provisions that have been
violated given a factual scenario.9 Some courses introduce law students
to basic methods text analytic tools use, including ML and NLP, network
analysis, and question answering.10 Students learn to apply libraries of
off-the-shelf NLP and ML tools to databases of legal texts, to measure the
results in terms of specialized metrics11 and to analyze errors by
examining the examples an ML classifier gets wrong and why.12
A key lesson involves helping students understand the limitations of
text analytic techniques: the ML models can learn to extract useful
information from legal texts, but they cannot read the texts as humans can.
The models can predict outcomes but frequently cannot explain them in
the terms that legal professionals normally employ. They also cannot
learn to extract information implicit in the legal texts.13
These limitations are important. Understanding them can save
attorneys from misplacing their reliance on predictions or answers that
7. Jaromir Šavelka et al., A Law School Course in Applied Legal Analytics and AI, 37 L. IN
CONTEXT 1, sec. 2 (2020).
8. A “use case” denotes a context and set of interactions between a user and a system that would
enable the user to achieve a kind of goal or to solve a type of problem. Michael Shrivathsan, Use Cases—
Definition (Requirements Management Basics), PROD. MGMT. INSIGHTS (Sept. 19,
2009), http://pmblog.accompa.com/2009/09/19/use-cases-definition-requirements-management-basics/.
9. Haney, supra note 3, at Section IV. See also, e.g., Victoria Hudgins, Casetext Launches New
Brief-Writing Automation Platform Compose, LEGALTECH NEWS (Feb. 25, 2020),
https://www.law.com/legaltechnews/2020/02/25/casetext-launches-new-brief-writing-automationplatform-compose/.
10. See infra Section 2.1.
11. These include metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1. Accuracy is the ratio of
correct predictions over the number of all predictions. Precision is the ratio of the number of positive
predictions that are correct over the total number of positive predictions. Recall is the ratio of positive
predictions that are correct over the number of instances that were positive. The F1 score combines
precision and recall into one number that ranges from 0 to 1.0. A high F1 score like 0.8 means that both
precision and recall and recall are high. A low F1 score like 0.2 means both precision and recall are low.
See ASHLEY, supra note 5 at 393, 396, 399-400.
12. Šavelka et al., supra note 7, at 171.
13. Ashley, supra note 1, at 1135-1144.
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text analytic tools provide for certain problems. At the same time, these
limitations are interesting in that they drive research efforts to address
them.
This Article surveys recent research efforts aimed at increasing the
extent to which text analytic methods can extract meaning from legal
texts. These meanings may ultimately enable the tools to, if not read the
texts as humans do, at least explain decisions in terms that legal
professionals will understand and guide them in critically assessing the
answers.
The Article begins by illustrating some examples of what current legal
text analytics can accomplish using ML from legal text collections, such
as predicting outcomes of claims for violations of human rights from
descriptions of the facts. It uses these examples to introduce the limitation
of legal text analytics mentioned above—the tools cannot explain their
predictions or recommendations in terms lawyers would credit. The focus
then shifts to research approaches for extracting more meaning from case
texts. This includes identifying issues in the texts, factors for deciding
domain name disputes, and why factors in case texts are key for
explaining at least some kinds of legal decisions. New techniques are
identifying sentences in cases that explain statutory terms and various kinds
of argument structures in the decisions such as issues that a court addresses,
its conclusions, and the reasons it employs to justify the conclusions.
Similar techniques are being used to derive meaning from the texts of
statutes and contracts to predict whether those texts entail, or logically
imply, answers to given questions. The Article closes by laying out future
prospects that turn critically on the extent to which the statistically intense
approaches to modeling language can successfully address how attorneys
reason, decide, and explain.
II. LEGAL TEXT ANALYTICS AND ITS LIMITATIONS
By combining ML from collections of legal texts, legal question
answering, and legal network diagrams, legal text analytic applications
have automated some key aspects of legal practice. These include
assessing e-documents in litigation document review, analyzing contracts
in due diligence searches, streamlining case information retrieval, legal
question answering, and outcome prediction. Section A will provide a
brief introduction to the techniques and some sample applications.
A. Legal Text Analytic Methods
ML programs employ statistical methods to “learn” models from data
that can be used to classify a text or predict an outcome given the text of
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a new case’s facts. In a training step, an ML algorithm takes sentences or
other portions of text from cases as variables in a training set, which have
been labeled according to classification types. The portions are
represented as feature vectors of frequency-related information and a
target label. The label is a binary decision whether a classification applies.
Today, vector representations of texts include increasing statistical
information about the contexts in which the terms of the texts are found,
an aspect of their meaning. Using regression, decision trees, neural
networks, and other techniques, an algorithm statistically models the
correspondence between certain language features in the feature vectors
and the target label. In the prediction step, given texts of new chunks from
a test set, also represented as feature vectors, the ML model predicts the
classification to assign to the text, if any. One can evaluate the ML model
by comparing its classifications of the test set to manually assigned
classifications.
Some ML applications in law involve classifying documents as
instances of legal concepts. This includes classifying contractual
provisions by topic and identifying key information, such as liquidated
damage amounts or termination clauses.14 For example, a contract
reviewing application, LawGeex, identifies thirty types of provisions in
nondisclosure agreements.15 In a commercial study, the application
identified issues, or topics, in five long nondisclosure agreements more
accurately than twenty lawyers, and it did so in only twenty-six seconds
as compared with the lawyers’ average of ninety-two minutes. LawGeex
achieved an average accuracy of 94% versus an average accuracy rate of
85% for the lawyers.16 In e-discovery, ML models learn to classify edocuments as relevant to a litigation claim or subject to attorney-client
privilege.17 In legal IR, it learns to classify court decisions as instances of
a legal issue.18 As described below, ML can predict case outcomes:
14. See, e.g., Neil Araujo, iManage Acquires RAVN Systems, IMANAGE (May 25, 2017),
https://imanage.com/blog/imanag e-acquires-ravn-systems/ (discussing the RAVN AI platform, which
analyzes and summarizes large quantities of data); KIRA, https://kirasystems.com/ (last visited Aug. 17,
2021); Ashley, supra note 1, at 1136.
15. LAWGEEX, AI vs. Lawyers: The Ultimate Showdown https://blog.lawgeex.com/resources/
whitepapers/aivslawyer (last visited Aug. 5, 2021).
16. Id.
17. Gordon Cormack & Maura Grossman, Evaluation of Machine-Learning Protocols for
Technology-Assisted Review in Electronic Discovery, PROC. 37TH INT’L ACM SIGIR CONF. ON RSCH. &
DEV. INFO. RETRIEVAL 153 (2014); Dan Li & Evangelos Kanoulas, When to Stop Reviewing in
Technology-Assisted Reviews: Sampling from an Adaptive Distribution to Estimate Residual Relevant
Documents, 38 ACM TRANSACTIONS ON INFO. SYS. 1 (2020).
18. Paul Zhang and his team at Lexis Nexis employed ML and rule-based techniques to extract a
network of legal issues from cases in the Lexis Nexis corpus. This would enable Lexis users to retrieve
cases involving legal issues gleaned from the texts such as: “Thirteen-year-olds should not own a vehicle.”
Paul Zhang et al., Knowledge Network Based on Legal Issues, in NETWORK ANALYSIS IN LAW 21
(Radboud Winkels et al. eds., 2014). U.S. Patent No. 9,336,305 (filed May 9, 2013).
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Chalkidis, et al. applied deep learning to predict case outcomes directly
from textual fact descriptions.19
Legal question answering uses NLP and ML to search large text
collections to locate excerpts that match and answer a user’s question.20
Programs measure similarity of the question and sentences by
quantitatively comparing their vector representations, which, as noted,
increasingly account for the contextual meanings of their terms.
ML plays a key role in legal question answering. An ML model learns
from a training set of question and answer pairs and then assesses the
likelihood that a short text answers a new query; it employs user feedback
based on the users’ responses as to the utility of the system’s answers.21
The user feedback updates the system’s confidence in the responsiveness
of its answer to the user’s version of a question. It also learns to recognize
if a user’s query is one that it can answer.
Another technique of legal text analytics uses diagrams. These are
graphs of the relations between objects such as cited legal cases or
statutes. Law students and attorneys are most familiar with citation
networks. Here, the “objects” are legal cases or statutory provisions, and
the relations are the citations or cross-references. Legal IR tools make
extensive use of citation networks.22 Communication connections among
senders and receivers of corporate emails are an example of social
networks. These can be an important tool in e-discovery. In statutory
19. Ilias Chalkidis et al., Neural Legal Judgment Prediction in English, PROC. 57TH ANN.
MEETING ASSOC. FOR COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS 4317 (2019).
20. Ashley, supra note 1, at 1118; DANIEL JURAFSKY & JAMES H. MARTIN, SPEECH AND
LANGUAGE PROCESSING: AN INTRODUCTION TO NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING, COMPUTATIONAL
LINGUISTICS, AND SPEECH RECOGNITION 494-520 (3rd ed. drft. 2021).
21. Until its closure in response to a copyright infringement lawsuit from Thomson Reuters, Ross
was the best example of a legal question answering system. See ROSS, http://www.rossintelligence.com
(last visited Feb. 15, 2022). Ross answered users’ queries based on matching sentences in cases, articles,
and statutes. The model learned to recognize when a version of a question was one it could answer. From
training with sets of question / answer pairs, it learned to assess the likelihood that a short text answers a
new query. It also learned from user feedback. Upon answering a query, it invited users to “press thumbs
up if the response is accurate” or “press thumbs down for another response.” (Ashley, supra note 6, Sec.
12.1.1) Other legal databases provide similar services. Lexis Nexis has developed its own question
answering system, Lexis Answers. See You Ask a Question ... Lexis AnswersTM Understands It.Thomson
Reuters offers a legal question answering service connected with Westlaw Edge called WestSearch Plus.
See WestSearch Plus. https://legal.thomsonreuters.com/en/products/westlaw-edge/westsearch-plus (last
visited Apr. 30, 2022). Lastly, Casetext offers a legal question answering system called “Parallel Search”
as well as free access to Casetext for law students and faculty. See CASETEXT, https://casetext
.com/lawschool (last visited Feb. 15, 2022).
22. These include tools like Ravel, Casetext’s CARA A.I., and Google Scholar Cases. See RAVEL,
http://ravellaw.com/ (last visited Aug. 17, 2021); CASETEXT, https://casetext.com/ (last visited, Aug. 17,
2021), and GOOGLE SCHOLAR CASES, https://scholar.google.com/ (last visited Aug. 17, 2021). For
example, Google Scholar Cases’s “How Cited” Tool is able to determine the reason why a case is cited.
It breaks down cases that cite an inputted decision into equivalence classes by the purpose for which the
decision is cited. Presumably, Google Scholar achieves this by using ML to analyze the paragraph text
surrounding the citation.
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networks, relations among entities referred to by, and subject to, kinds of
regulation across multiple statutes and jurisdictions can enable the visual
comparison of regulatory frameworks.
B. Limitations of Legal Text Analytics – Some Examples
An impressive example of the power of current legal text analytic
methods is its ability to predict case outcomes. Chalkidis, et al. applied
deep learning to predict outcomes of cases before the European Court of
Human Rights directly from textual descriptions of their facts.23 Their
algorithms predict if the court found a violation of any provisions of the
European Convention on Human Rights and of which provisions.

Figure 1: Generic neural network architecture 24
Deep Learning employs neural networks (“NNs”) for analyzing “big
data,” that is, large quantities of data. As illustrated in Figure 1, NNs
comprise input/output nodes connected to multiple layers of intermediary
nodes via weighted edges. As it propagates inputs to an output node, the
network combines the weights in a linear fashion. The goal is to learn a
set of weights that minimizes the deviation of the computed output from
the target output. The network learns the weights by training on a set of
instances with known outcomes. Different architectures of networks,
layers and depths are suitable for different analytic tasks. In a deep
learning NN, hidden layers help learn features with predictive weight.25
Chalkidis, et al. developed and trained their network with nearly 8,500
23. Chalkidis et al., supra note 19, at 4317.
24. Facundo Bre et al., Prediction of Wind Pressure Coefficients on Building Surfaces Using
Artificial Neural Networks, 158 ENERGY & BLDG. 1429, 1430 (2017).
25. See Heung-Il Suk, An Introduction to Neural Networks and Deep Learning, in DEEP
LEARNING FOR MEDICAL IMAGE ANALYSIS 3 (S. Kevin Zhou et al. eds., 2017).
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cases of the European Court of Human Rights directly from textual
descriptions of their facts.26 The researchers tested the trained network on
3,000 other cases that the system had not previously seen. Their algorithm
based on BERT, a transformer language model discussed below,
performed best with quite respectable results.27
Such results are impressive, but Chalkidis’s work also illustrates a
limitation of legal text analytics: it cannot explain its predictions in terms
legal professionals can understand. Legal predictions require
explanations. Otherwise, how is one to know if the prediction makes sense
from a legal viewpoint?
Unfortunately, NNs are not ideally suited for explaining their results.
To make predictions, they learn weights associated with the arcs in the
network. Their “knowledge” is thus distributed across the network in a
manner that makes it difficult to tease out explanations that legal
professionals can understand. The nodes in the hidden layers of the NN
do not correspond neatly to discrete legal features such as elements of a
claim, statutory requirements, or other legal concepts that one might
ordinarily employ to explain a legal conclusion.28 An NN cannot readily
compare how different circumstances would affect its answers.
Another major limitation is that text analytic applications cannot read
legal texts like lawyers can. Using statistical methods, these tools can only
extract limited semantic information or meaning from legal text. That
extracted information can be very useful; an application can use it to
improve matching, retrieval, and ranking in legal IR. LawGeex’s
identification of topics of contract provisions, for instance, could be
instrumental in organizing contract provisions electronically by topic to
streamline due diligence review. LawGeex, however, does not read the
contracts as lawyers do. If one submitted a textual description of
information or of a particular scenario and asked if an NDA covers it,
human attorneys would probably do much better. The program will know
that a provision is, say, an NDA’s Definition of Protected Information but
not what the text of the provision means or how it relates to the various
legal issues (or due diligence risks) that may arise. It is not clear the extent
to which current automated contract assessment systems can identify
information implicit in contract texts or piece together information found
at different places in a single contract or across multiple contracts in order

26. Chalkidis et al., supra note 19.
27. In terms of F1 Scores (see supra note 11) the model predicted whether there was a violation
with an F1 score of 0.82. It predicted which provisions were violated with an F1 score of 0.60. As noted,
a high F1 score like 0.82 means that both precision and recall and recall are high.
28. Eduardo Denadai. Interpretability of Deep Learning Models. TOWARDS DATA SCIENCE.
https://medium.com/towards-data-science/interpretability-of-deep-learning-models-9f52e54d72ab?
source=user_profile (last visited, Apr. 30, 2022).
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to draw inferences about, for example, risk assessment.29 But think how
important it is for a lawyer to read across documents and consider implicit
information when reviewing contracts and engaging in legal reasoning,
generally. Human lawyers accomplish it by reading texts and even by
“reading between the lines.”30
C. Can HANs Explain Outcome Predictions?
Researchers in legal text analytics such as Chalkidis, et al. have
attempted to deal with this problem of NNs’ inability to explain
predictions by using Hierarchical Attention Networks (“HANs”) to
identify and highlight the portions of a text that have greater influence on
the model’s outcome prediction. They hope that the highlighted portions
will amount to an explanation of the prediction.
As mentioned, different architectures of networks, layers, and depths
are suitable for different analytic tasks. HANs predict case outcomes and
yield network attention weights, a metric reflecting the extent to which
portions of the input text influenced the network’s outcome.

29. “AI’s inability to understand the implicit meanings of language has impeded increased
efficiency for legal work.” Alex Ashrafi. Artificial Intelligence & the Implicit Meaning of Language.
COMMENTARY. William & Mary Law School Center for Legal and Court Technology.
https://legaltechcenter.net/files/sites/159/2019/04/Ashrafi-AI-the-Implicit-Meaning-of-Language.pdf
(last visited, May 2, 2022). Summarizing multiple documents, making causal inferences, for example,
about risk, or extracting implicit textual information in legal texts are still matters of current research in
NLP. See, e.g., Jacob Parnell, Inigo Jauregi Unanue, and Massimo Piccardi. A Multi-Document Coverage
Reward for RELAXed Multi-Document Summarization. ARXIV PREPRINT ARXIV:2203.02894 (2022). Xiao
Liu, Da Yin, Yansong Feng, Yuting Wu, and Dongyan Zhao. Everything has a cause: Leveraging causal
inference in legal text analysis. ARXIV PREPRINT arXiv:2104.09420 (2021). Devyatkin, Dmitry, Yana
Pogorelskaya, Vasiliy Yadrintsev, and Ilya Sochenkov. Detection of Missed Links in Large Legal
Corpora. In 2021 IVANNIKOV MEMORIAL WORKSHOP (IVMEM), pp. 23-27. IEEE, 2021.
30. Given this limitation on A.I.’s ability to read and interpret text, when one hears claims about
robots replacing attorneys, one might ask: “Who wants to hire an illiterate attorney?”
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Figure 2: Hierarchical Attention Network: “Hierarchical neural model
architecture for Board of Veterans Appeals cases. h case is a learned
function of h issue, built from the words in the issue section, and h intro,
built from a hierarchical combination of the words-in-sentences and
sentences in the case's introduction section.”31
A HAN is depicted in Figure 2 that computes attention weights for
words (bottom right) and then for sentences (top right) in a document for
which it makes a prediction. Karl Branting’s team adapted the hierarchical
model to account for the structure of the types of legal case documents
involved, WIPO32 and BVA33 cases. The WIPO cases comprised three
sections, including history, background, and contentions. The BVA cases
consisted of two sections: issue and introduction. In both, the texts of each
section of a case were processed separately and the weights combined to
represent the case.

31. L. Karl Branting et al., Inducing Predictive Models for Decision Support in Administrative
Adjudication, in AI APPROACHES TO THE COMPLEXITY OF LEGAL SYSTEMS: AICOL INTERNATIONAL
WORKSHOPS 2015-2017 465, Fig. 1 (Ugo Pagallo et al. eds., 2018).
32. Panels appointed by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) Arbitration and
Mediation Center process disputes over the use of domain names under the Uniform Domain Name
Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP). See WORLD INTELL. PROP. ORG., WIPO Domain Name Panelists,
https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/domains/panel.html (last visited Aug. 17, 2021).
33. Law judges of the Board of Veterans’ Appeals (BVA) review benefit claims determinations
made by local VA offices and issue decision on appeals. See U.S. DEP’T OF VETERANS AFFAIRS, Board
of Veterans’ Appeals (BVA) Hearing, https://www.va.gov/disability/file-an-appeal/board-of-veteransappeals/ (last visited Apr. 8, 2022).
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Figure 3: HAN attention over words (colored) and facts
(vertical heat bars)
Attention weights in HANs can then be employed to highlight the
portions of a document that are most relevant in terms of weight for that
prediction. For example, Chalkidis, et al. applied HANs to generate this
highlighted fact description. Figure 3 shows the HAN’s attention over
words (colored) and facts (vertical heat bars) in connection with
predicting a violation of Article 3, prohibition of torture.34 The model
attends more highly to the words colored in various shades of pink and
red and fact sentences indicated with vertical heat bars.35
The question, then, is whether HAN highlighting can be used to explain
predictions and answers. Highlighting makes some intuitive sense: in dark
red one sees highlighted terms including: “Suspicion,” “Police Station,”
“Prosecutor,” “concussion,” and “bruises.” Terms in pink include
“Overnight,” “police officers,” “prosecutor,” “forensic,” “examination,”
“hospital,” and “damaged.” On the other hand, some terms meaningful to
a human are not highlighted such as “beat.”

34. European Convention on Human Rights art. 3, Nov. 4, 1950, E.T.S. No. 155. (“No one shall
be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.”).
35. Chalkidis et al., supra note 19, at 4319-4320. One notices that certain references to a specific
city’s police station and prosecutor’s office are dark pink and thus highly weighted. Chalkidis ran
predictions after removing potential bias-causing names and phrases, and found a fairly minimal effect
from bias due to such demographic terminology.
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Figure 4: Excerpt from a BVA case with attention weight highlighting.
The blue highlighting marks the sentence with 74% of attention weight,
the highest proportion. The yellow highlighting marks the next highest
weight, 9%.36
Experiments by Karl Branting and his team suggest that such
highlighted, high-scoring portions of texts fall short of meaningful
explanation.37 They engaged sixty-one experts and non-experts on a task
involving analyzing decisions of WIPO domain name disputes. The user
interface of their program, which was used to predict case outcomes,
employed attention-weight-based highlighting. Figure 4 shows a
highlighted text from a Board of Veterans Appeals case (not a WIPO
decision, but it conveys the same idea). In the experiment, “Each
participant was asked to decide the issue of ‘No Rights or Legitimate
Interests’ (NRLI) in two separate [WIPO] cases…and to provide a
justification for each prediction.”38 In WIPO domain name disputes,
having “No rights or legitimate interests” in a domain name or mark is an
important issue.39
Participants in two of the four experimental conditions used a version
of the program that highlighted portions of the case texts based on
attention weights. The researchers observed that the highlighting had no
effect on the correctness of the participants’ predictions.40 Some
participants commented, however, “that they had difficulty understanding
the connection between the highlighted text and the issue that they were
supposed to decide.” Although one experiment is not determinative, this

36. Branting et al., Inducing Predictive Models for Decision Support in Administrative
Adjudication, supra note 30, at Fig. 3.
37. Id. See also L. Karl Branting et al., Scalable and explainable legal prediction, 29 A.I. & L.
213 (2021).
38. Branting et al., Scalable and explainable legal prediction, supra note 36, at 219.
39. See infra Section 3.1 for an explanation of NRLI.
40. Branting et al., Scalable and explainable legal prediction, supra note 36, at 220.
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finding reduces hope that HAN attention weights can explain legal
predictions. Branting recommends that “useful decision support should
help the user understand the facts of cases in terms that correspond to the
legal issues on which the ultimate decision depends.”41 Legal knowledge
would be important in helping users understand this connection, but the
question is: how does one integrate legal knowledge into this text analytic
analysis?
As noted, deep learning NNs make predictions directly from vector
representations of case texts. These text-based predictive methods have
not generated any explanations or arguments supporting their predictions
that legal professionals can follow. NNs do not have the legal concepts or
argument structures to construct such arguments. They identify predictive
features automatically. However, there are no guarantees that those
features correspond to the elements of legal rules, issues, factors, values,
or other legal knowledge that judges, attorneys, or law students employ
to explain legal predictions. The predictive models do not necessarily
represent reasons, causes, logical relationships, or argument structures to
frame an explanation. As mentioned, NNs cannot read legal texts like
lawyers can. They only extract some semantic information using
statistical methods. This information can be very useful for automating
contract reviews and other tasks, but it does not amount to reading.
III. EXTRACTING MORE MEANING FROM LEGAL TEXTS
Fortunately, text analytics research has made recent progress in
automatically identifying more aspects of meaning in legal texts. These
include extracting instances of legal concepts, such as factors,
stereotypical patterns of fact that strengthen or weaken a side’s legal
claim, and retrieving case sentences that explain statutory terms and
statutory provisions relevant to a legal issue. They also incorporate
rhetorical and argument structures including sentences that play particular
roles in case decisions, such as stating a legal rule or a finding of fact or
extracting a court’s issues, conclusions, and reasons.
Text analytics’ ability to extract more meaning from legal texts could
help it explain its predictions and answers. Some of the earlier
knowledge-based methods could provide ML with concepts and
structures for constructing explanations.42 For example, ML models could
be taught to identify factors in case texts; with those factors, knowledgebased methods could construct arguments and perhaps even test the ML
conclusions. In addition, one who uses a legal question answering system

41. Id. at 221.
42. ASHLEY, supra note 5.
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to pose a query about statutory terms could also retrieve sentences from
cases that provide examples or counterexamples of a term’s application.
A. Approach in SCALE - Tag System
Recently, a promising research ML project called SCALE learned to
annotate WIPO domain name dispute cases in terms of factual and legal
findings.43 In order to create a training set, the researchers selected a small
set of decisions and manually annotated sentences from their finding
sections in terms of the labels in a tag (or type) system.
Text annotation involves marking-up texts of case decisions (or
statutes) to identify instances of semantic tags or types of information.
These are the concepts of interest in the texts (e.g., legal issues, case
holdings, and roles of sentences in cases). The types of interest are
organized into a hierarchy of concepts and relations so that an automated
pipeline can automatically annotate the texts assigning them some
semantic information. Supervised ML programs need sets of training
instances that are manually annotated by humans to learn to classify texts
by types.
The SCALE labels capture features linked to the types of findings,
issues, factors, and attributes that arise in the WIPO domain name dispute
cases. For instance, among other issues, Figure 5 shows the issue of “No
Rights or Legitimate Interests” (“NRLI”), which was mentioned above,
and the related factor of PriorBizUse. This issue comes from one of the
UDRP rules governing domain name disputes. The rule states the
importance of having a “Bona fide business use of the Domain Name …,
prior to notice of the dispute.”44

43. Branting et al., Scalable and explainable legal prediction, supra note 36.
44. Id. at 234.
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Figure 5: Tag System in SCALE45

Figure 6: Four text spans annotated with factual and legal findings
features46
Figure 6 shows samples of annotated text excerpts from two cases’
factual and legal findings sections. Human annotators assigned the labels
that are shown in the last column. The second line from the bottom in the
“Annotation” column of the chart shows an annotation of the text as a
legal finding related to the issue of NRLI and the sub-issue of legitimate
use. The attributes capture information in the text spans about citations of

45. Branting, et al., supra note 36 at Appendix: Annotation.
46. Id. at 234 Fig. 5.
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UDRP rules and polarity, that is, whether the sentence is positive or
negative with respect to the issue.
The researchers leveraged their small set of manually annotated
instances in order to label the sentences in the findings sections of all the
cases in the WIPO corpus. For each tag, they represented with semantic
vectors all the annotated spans. Semantic vectors employ word
embeddings to represent each word’s “meaning” in terms of the most
frequent contexts in which it occurred in the corpus. Thus, the vector
representations of similar sentences tend to be closer to each other than
to semantically dissimilar sentences. In this way, sentences that are
located near enough to tagged sentences (actually, to the meaning of such
sentences, that is, the tag centroid) are annotated in terms of that tag.
Next, the researchers employed these automatically projected tags to
predict case outcomes, and they confirmed in an experiment that the tags
achieved reasonable F1 values. Predicting outcomes involved learning
two models, one for predicting a case’s applicable tags from the
description of the facts and contentions in a case and the second for
predicting decisions from these tags.
As a bonus, the tags represented substantive conceptual features, which
could be used to explain the predictions. This, of course, is why
Branting’s team pursued the SCALE approach. They wanted a system that
could generate explanations that lawyers could understand, a system that
could help the user understand the connection between relevant portions
of the case record and the issues and reasoning of the case.47 As we have
seen, it is not clear whether the hierarchical attention networks could do
that. The networks highlight portions of text that weigh heavily in the
prediction but do not know what the highlighted portions mean. Without
the ability to identify findings, issues, and factors, HANs cannot help
human users make the connection between the highlighting and the task
they were meant to perform.
SCALE is an impressive step toward teasing more legal meaning from
case texts, including factor-like factual patterns that have legal
significance. It is subject, however, to several limitations. As Branting
points out, “WIPO cases…have a high degree of stylistic consistency in
the language used in Findings sections.”48 Beyond “stylistic” consistency,
the WIPO UDRP cases are arbitration cases that not only follow a
restricted format but involve domain name dispute scenarios involving a
relatively small number of oft-repeated issues in oft-repeated factual
contexts. Thus, one can expect to see the same kind of sentences repeated.
Despite the limitations, Branting is correct in suggesting that an

47. Id. at 222.
48. Id. at 232.
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approach like SCALE can identify factors in cases beyond those
involving WIPO domain names. However, let’s first consider another
example of why that would be a good thing to do.
B. Why Identify Factors in Cases?
Law is a domain of rules, cases interpreting those rules, and arguments
about whether to follow a rule or not. Various AI and Law approaches
have modeled these phenomena computationally. One of these
computational models, the Value Judgment-based Argumentative
Prediction program (“VJAP”), works in the legal domain of trade secret
misappropriation.49

Figure 7: VJAP's Domain Model of Trade Secret Misappropriation
VJAP integrates reasoning with legal rules, cases, factors, underlying
values, and effects of decisions on those values. It employs a model of the
legal domain of trade secret law, which was shown in Figure 7. Legal
rules defining a trade secret and how they are misappropriated (Figure 7,
left) are represented with a set of logical rules (Figure 7, center top).50 The
rules address a set of legal issues, elements of a trade secret
misappropriation claim, including information valuable, maintain
secrecy, info used, confidential relationship, or improper means. A set of
121 cases (Figure 7, center bottom) were represented with twenty-six
factors, which are stereotypical patterns that strengthen or weaken a side’s
trade secret misappropriation claim, and each were linked to the relevant
49. Matthias Grabmair, Predicting Trade Secret Case Outcomes using Argument Schemes and
Learned Quantitative Value Effect Tradeoffs, PROC. 16TH EDITION INT’L CONF. ON A.I. & L. 89 (2017).
50. Id. at 91.
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issues in the rules (Figure 7, center middle).
Crucially, Grabmair represented a set of four values protected by trade
secret law, each of which was subject to four effects of decisions, pro or
con, (Figure 7, top right), and these were keyed into relevant factors and
issues.51 These values include plaintiff’s interests in property and in
confidentiality and the general public’s interests in the usability of
publicly available information and in fair competition. He developed a
new way to connect the values to the factor-based case representations by
describing in greater detail the different ways in which the factors affect
protected values or interests. Certain factors may make the protected
interest more or less legitimate. Others may waive the protected interest,
interfere with it, or not interfere with it. This way of representing the
relationship between values and factors provides more semantic
information for a program to apply.

Figure 8: How VJAP works and sample argument output
As suggested in Figure 8, when given a new case, VJAP generates an
argument graph representing all the possible case-based arguments that
can be made with all the relevant precedents.52 It propagates confidence
values in those arguments based on weights it has learned through
simulated annealing, a kind of iterative search for an optimal mapping of
weights. It generates a quantitative prediction based on the highestconfidence arguments. In an evaluation of predictive accuracy, VJAP tied
an ML algorithm, called naïve bayes, at 84%, but VJAP also generated

51. Id. at 92.
52. Id. at 94.
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arguments explaining its results. Figure 8 shows an example of VJAP’s
textual arguments citing a case and drawing the analogy. As indicated by
the red-colored, underlined terms, it analogizes the case at bar as well as
two cited cases, the Dynamics and National Rejectors cases,53 in terms of
shared and unshared factors and also tradeoffs in underlying value
effects.54
Thus, a computational model of argument like VJAP does not simply
output outcomes or predictions. It also explains predictions. Its
explanations convey an understanding of the answer, some indication of
how it was obtained, and some information with which to assess whether
the answer made sense.
VJAP, of course, depends on manual representation of cases in terms
of factors. A human must read the cases to assign the relevant factors. In
short, VJAP is subject to the knowledge representation bottleneck that has
long stymied knowledge-based approaches in AI and law. If factors could
be identified automatically, however, that is all that would be necessary
to employ VJAP’s ability to generate arguments with the rules, cases,
values, and value effects. It is not obvious how any program, ML or
otherwise, could explain (or critique) its predictions of legal outcomes in
terms of arguments that lawyers will find intelligible without resources
such as VJAP’s domain model.
C. How to Identify Factors in Case Texts
Let’s now return to the question of whether the SCALE approach could
automatically identify factors such as those used in trade secret law.
Branting says that it may. The process would involve annotating text
spans of a representative set of decisions with the scalable and explainable
legal prediction factors, then matching these text spans to sentences in
unannotated cases whose vector representations are similar. Success,
according to Branting, would depend, among other things, on the degree
of congruence between the factors and the language of the decisions as
well as the stylistic consistency of the cases in the corpus.55

53. Dynamics Rsch. Corp. v. Analytic Sci. Corp., 400 N.E.2d 1274 (Mass. App. Ct. 1980). Nat’l
Rejectors, Inc. v. Trieman, 409 S.W.2d 1 (Mo. 1966).
54. Matthias Grabmair, Modeling Purposive Legal Argumentation and Case Outcome Prediction
Using Argument Schemes in the Value Judgment Formalism 59-60 (2016) (Ph.D. dissertation, University
of Pittsburgh) (available at http://d-scholarship.pitt.edu/27608/).
55. Branting et al., Scalable and explainable legal prediction, supra note 36, at 232.
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F6:Security-Measures (pro-plaintiff): He testified that he told only a few of
his employees--the bartenders--the recipe. He stated that each one was specifically
instructed not to tell anyone the recipe. To prevent customers from learning
the recipe, the beverage was mixed in the “back” of the restaurant and lounge.
F15:Unique-Product (pro-plaintiff): It appears that one could not order a
Lynchburg Lemonade in any establishment other than that of the plaintiff.
F16:Info-Reverse-Engineerable (pro-defendant): At least one witness testified that
he could duplicate the recipe after tasting a Lynchburg Lemonade.
F21:Knew-Info-Confidential (pro-plaintiff): On cross-examination Randle agreed
that he had been under the impression that Mason’s recipe for Lynchburg
Lemonade was a secret formula.

Figure 9: Sentences associated with trade secret factors
To understand the difficulty that automatically identifying trade secrets
factors might entail, Figure 9 shows examples of sentences from which
one can infer whether a particular trade secret misappropriation factor is
present in a case. These sentences involve four factors and come from the
Mason case, a trade secret dispute concerning the recipe for a cocktail,
Lynchburg Lemonade.56 Intuitively, trade secret misappropriation cases
involve more varied fact situations than WIPO domain name disputes.
These cases involve many different types of information and methods for
misappropriation. A recipe for a cocktail is just one example of the
enormous range of ideas and information that trade secret law protects. In
addition, unlike the WIPO UDRP arbitration decisions, the trade secret
cases have since been litigated in a variety of courts and before different
kinds of judges. As a result, the format and stylistics of their decisions
vary.
Some progress has been made in extracting trade secret factors from
case texts. Mohammad Falakmasir assembled a corpus of 1,600 trade
secret cases from CourtListener and then employed word embeddings to
represent the texts. He trained an ML algorithm, or Support Vector
Machine (“SVM”), for each factor using a subset of manually classified
cases. He employed 70% of the VJAP cases in the training set, holding
out 30% of the cases as a test set. The model learned to predict the factors
applicable in the cases in the VJAP corpus and achieved F1 values of
65%. This offered some indication that the texts contained enough factor-

56. Mason v. Jack Daniel Distillery, 518 So. 2d 130 (Ala. Civ. App. 1987).
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related signals to enable ML to identify the factors.57
Branting acknowledged another challenge for an ML algorithm to
identify factors: the polarity of sentences regarding a factor. The issue
with polarity is whether a system can tell the difference between a
sentence that asserts a factor applies and a similar sentence that asserts it
does not. In the SCALE work, they deal with this problem by assigning
separate tags to positive and negative polarity forms of finding
sentences.58 For some, perhaps many instances, however, the positive and
negative polarity forms of such sentences may be quite similar. Compare
the sentence example of pro-plaintiff factor F15: Unique-Product in
Figure 9 with the following sentence: “It appears that one could order a
Lynchburg Lemonade in many establishments other than that of the
plaintiff.” The latter sentence would indicate that F15 does not apply, and
yet it is very similar to the former.
Still, the work on SCALE is impressive and illustrates the promise of
ultimately integrating ML-based predictions with conceptually
meaningful explanations.
D. Applying Transformer Language Models to Extract
Meaning from Case Texts
Language models are probability distributions for all the strings of
characters in a language.59 Transformer language models, which are deep
neural networks that are pre-trained on language modeling tasks, are
achieving impressive results on a diverse set of NLP tasks. These
language models include Bidirectional Encoder Representation from
Transformers (“BERT”) and its variants as well as OpenAI’s GPT-3 and
others. The original model is trained on a large corpus, such as Wikipedia,
to perform weakly supervised tasks like predicting masked characters or
the next sentence. One then adds a small extra layer to the core model to
handle a targeted classification task such as classifying cases by legal
area. For example, using a task-specific data set and cases manually
classified by areas, the model’s parameters are further trained (i.e., finetuned) to perform more complex tasks. Since these models can leverage
their previously learned general understanding of a language, they can be
trained to perform a more complex task very well with relatively little
available data.
BERT-based models have been applied successfully to legal texts. As
57. Mohammad Falakmasir & Kevin Ashley, Utilizing Vector Space Models for Identifying Legal
Factors from Text, in LEGAL KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS 183 (A. Wyner & G. Casini eds.,
2017).
58. Branting et al., Scalable and explainable legal prediction, supra note 36, at 226.
59. Haney, supra note 3, at 7.
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already mentioned, Chalkidis, et al. employed BERT to predict outcomes
of cases before the European Court of Human Rights.60 Some of these
applications are able to tease more legal meaning from case texts. BERT
language models have been trained to classify Supreme Court judgments
into legal areas, such as civil procedure, contract law, criminal law, etc.61
as well as decision texts, including judges’ arguments, as to whether the
judge has accepted a claim.62 A BERT language model and a text
similarity metric have also been applied to the task of case law entailment.
Given a base case containing a text fragment and a target case, a program
determined which of the target’s paragraph(s) entailed the text fragment.63
Savelka employed a BERT language model in learning-to-rank sentences
from case law in terms of their utility in explaining statutory concepts.64
BERT models can also extract timeline events from case texts65 and
classify decision texts involving Fourth Amendment searches and
seizures by the type of test a court applied: a bright-line elements test or
a totality-of-circumstances factors test.66
In a recent project, researchers at Stanford University trained a BERT
language model, Legal-BERT, on an enormous Harvard caselaw corpus.67
They sought to determine empirically the extent to which pretraining with
legal domain texts affected the performance of ML predictors and
classifiers that dealt with legal tasks and datasets. The tasks included
identifying case sentences that overrule other cases as well as unfair terms
of service clauses in contracts.68 Their own targeted task was particularly
demanding: learning to select the correct case holding from among five
choices, including the correct holding and four similar but incorrect

60. Chalkidis et al., supra note 19.
61. Jerrold Soh Tsin Howe et al., Legal Area Classification: A Comparative Study of Text
Classifiers on Singapore Supreme Court Judgments, in PROC. NATURAL LEGAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
WORKSHOP 2019 67 (2019).
62. Charles Condevau et al., Weakly Supervised One-Shot Classification Using Recurrent Neural
Networks with Attention: Application to Claim Acceptance Detection, 322 LEGAL KNOWLEDGE & INFO.
SYS. 23 (2019) (showing that a one-shot learning approach with a small set of training examples worked
well with another deep learning language model, ELMo).
63. Juliano Rabelo et al., Combining Similarity and Transformer Methods for Case Law
Entailment, in PROC. 17TH INT’L CONF. ON A.I. & L. 290 (2019).
64. Jaromír Šavelka, Discovering Sentences for Argumentation About the Meaning of Statutory
Terms (Aug. 20, 2020) (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pittsburgh) (on file with University of
Pittsburgh).
65. See Erwin Filtz et al., Events Matter: Extraction of Events from Court Decisions, 322 LEGAL
KNOWLEDGE & INFO. SYS. 33 (2020).
66. Evan Gretok et al., Transformers for Classifying Fourth Amendment Elements and Factors
Tests, 334 LEGAL KNOWLEDGE & INFO. SYS. 63 (2020).
67. Lucia Zheng et al., When Does Pretraining Help? Assessing Self-Supervised Learning for Law
and the CaseHOLD Dataset of 53,000+ Legal Holdings, in PROC. 18TH INT’L CONF. ON A.I. & L. 159
(2021).
68. Id. at 162-63.
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holdings. Identifying holdings is a key legal task. The researchers
demonstrated that while Legal-BERT improved performance across the
board, the increase was greatest for the more difficult and domain-specific
legal tasks.69
E. Ranking Sentences by Explanatory Value
Savelka’s approach to identifying and ranking sentences that explain
statutory terms is an interesting example of how text analytics can extract
more semantic information from legal texts.70
In the study, law students manually classified sentences from cases
with respect to their usefulness in explaining a corresponding statutory
term. The students classified the sentences into four categories: high
value, certain value, potential value, and no value. The sentences with
high value elaborated the term’s meaning by providing definitions, a test
for when the term applies, an explicit statement of what the term means,
or an example or counterexample of the term. A sentence with certain
value provided a basis for concluding what the term meant. A sentence
with potential value provided extra information beyond that in the
provision, but a sentence of no value offered no additional information.
After systematically analyzing the annotated sentences, Savelka
demonstrated that while a sentence’s similarity to a provision indicates a
sentence’s utility, other criteria are also important. These include novelty,
topical similarity, and context. He concluded that a more sophisticated
representation of the relationships among these criteria was required. One
could either handcraft such a representation or let the learning algorithm
do this automatically. Savelka did both.
He identified 129 features that model the retrieved sentences, their
relationships to the terms of interest, and the statutory provisions from
which they arose. He demonstrated that several ML algorithms learned to
rank the sentences effectively based on these features. An ablation study
revealed that the most useful features modeled the relationship between
the source provision, the retrieved sentences, and the immediately
surrounding text.
Savelka then applied BERT to the task. The BERT language models
outperformed similarity-based methods (using BM25 or BM25-c) that
compared the statutory provision and a retrieved sentence and its context.
In effect, the BERT models were automatically discovering features that
he had previously identified manually. Additionally, the BERT models
69. Id. at 164-65.
70. Jaromír Šavelka & Kevin Ashley, Legal Information Retrieval for Understanding Statutory
Terms, A.I. & LAW, July 8, 2021, available at https://doi.org/10.1007/s10506-021-09293-5; Šavelka,
supra note 64.
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worked across statutes from multiple legal domains. They were learning
something general about the usefulness of sentences for explaining
statutory provisions. This is a paradigm example of how analytic methods
are teasing more legal meaning from legal texts.
F. Identifying Legal Argument Structures
Researchers have made strides in teasing argument structures from
case texts. This includes identifying the roles that sentences play in legal
argumentation, such as stating a legal rule, a judge’s finding of fact, or an
assertion of evidence.71
With this kind of argument role information, legal information retrieval
(“IR”) systems could more effectively rank sentences depending on
whether a user seeks legal rules, factual findings, or types of evidence.72
Using role information along with citations, an IR system could relate
parts of decisions to the statutory elements a court addresses in the case.73
Role information can help a system select important sentences for
automatically summarizing legal decisions.74 For example, Zhong, et al.
(2019) developed a system to summarize BVA decisions. It selected
important sentences to include from among the sentences it classified as
predictive of a case’s outcome and as playing the roles of Reasoning or
Evidential Support in the decision.75
At the University of Pittsburgh, we employ ML to identify appropriate
sentences in case texts for summarizing legal decisions. The sentences
correspond to legal argument triples comprised of issues, reasons, and
conclusions (“IRCs”) with which to succinctly summarize some
important features of a case. Issues are the legal questions which a court
addressed in the case. Conclusions are a court’s decision for the
corresponding issue. Reasons are sentences that elaborate on why the

71. See Kevin D. Ashley & Vern R. Walker, From Information Retrieval (IR) to Argument
Retrieval (AR) for Legal Cases: Report on a Baseline Study, 259 LEGAL KNOWLEDGE & INFO. SYS. 29
(2013). Ashley and Walker advocated that legal argument retrieval (AR) systems were the next stage in
the evolution of legal IR since lawyers are primarily interested in retrieving arguments and not documents.
72. Apoorva Bansal et al., Document Ranking with Citation Information and Oversampling
Sentence Classification in the LUIMA Framework, 294 LEGAL KNOWLEDGE & INFO. SYS. 33 (2016).
73. Vern Walker et al., Semantic Types for Computational Legal Reasoning: Propositional
Connectives and Sentence Roles in the Veterans' Claims Dataset, in PROC. 16TH EDITION INT’L CONF. ON
A.I. & L. 217 (2017).
74. See Paheli Bhattacharya et al., Identification of Rhetorical Roles of Sentences in Indian Legal
Judgments, 322 LEGAL KNOWLEDGE & INFO. SYS. 3 (2019); Paheli Bhattacharya et al., A Comparative
Study of Summarization Algorithms Applied to Legal Case Judgments, in EUROPEAN CONF. ON
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 413 (2019); Paheli Bhattacharya et al., Incorporating Domain Knowledge for
Extractive Summarization of Legal Case Documents, in PROC. 18TH INT’L CONF. ON A.I. & L. 22 (2021).
75. Linwu Zhong et al., Automatic Summarization of Legal Decisions Using Iterative Masking of
Predictive Sentences, in PROC. 17TH INT’L CONF. ON A.I. & L. 163 (2019).
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court reached the conclusion. The ML program was trained with a set of
case summaries prepared by attorneys and annotated by law students who
identified the IRCs. Xu, et al. (2021) have had some success in
demonstrating that ML can learn to automatically identify argument
triples, not only in case summaries, but also in the corresponding full texts
of the cases.76

Figure 10: Sample target input/output for NSF project
Our goal in a recent NSF project is to employ text analytics to expand
access to legal sources, not only for legal professionals but also lay
persons.77 Building on the above work, we will use deep learning legal
language models to identify useful case sentences to explain statutory
terms and summarize cases in terms of argument diagrams of court’s
76. Huihui Xu et al., Toward Summarizing Case Decisions via Extracting Argument Issues,
Reasons, and Conclusions, in PROC. 18TH INT’L CONF. ON A.I. & L. 250 (2021).
77. FAI: USING AI TO INCREASE FAIRNESS BY IMPROVING ACCESS TO JUSTICE, NAT’L SCI.
FOUND., AWARD NO. IIS-2040490 (AWARDED TO THE UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH ON BEHALF OF KEVIN
ASHLEY & DIANE LITMAN FOR A PROJECT BEGINNING FEB. 1, 2021 AND ENDING JAN. 31, 2024).
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issues, conclusions, and reasons. Figure 10 shows some of the sentences
the program extracts for the Copyright Act’s concept of “essential step.”
If the user selects a case sentence, say from the William Krause case in
the middle, the goal is for the program to generate an argument diagram
presenting an issue the court addressed in the case, the court’s conclusion
regarding the issue, and its reasons. Ultimately, our goal is to deploy the
tools through legal information institutes (“LIIs”) that provide free access
to the public.
G. Teasing Meaning from Contract and Statutory Texts
Beyond legal case decisions, progress has also been made in teasing
more meaning from other kinds of legal documents such as contracts and
statutes. Beyond classifying contract provisions by topic, they can also be
classified as consisting of obligations, rights, references, definitions,
indemnities, prohibitions, etc.78 Additionally, they can be classified in
terms of contract elements such as parties, important dates and durations,
governing law, jurisdiction, etc.79

Figure 11: Using Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks, a
kind of Recurrent NN, to mark up elements in textual contracts

78. Ingo Glaser et al., Classifying Semantic Types of Legal Sentences: Portability of Machine
Learning Models, 313 LEGAL KNOWLEDGE & INFO. SYS. 61 (2018).
79. Ilias Chalkidis & Ion Androutsopoulos, A Deep Learning Approach to Contract Element
Extraction, 302 LEGAL KNOWLEDGE & INFO. SYS. 155 (2017).
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Chalkidis, et al. (2017)80 employed deep learning to markup elements
in textual contracts, such as parties, dates and durations, governing law,
jurisdiction, etc., using a kind of sequence tagging with Long Short Term
Memory (“LSTM”) networks. LSTM models can learn long-term
dependencies in texts; they decide which information to retain and which
to discard from previous timesteps.81 As indicated in Figure 11, the
BILSTM-LSTM-LR models outperformed the baselines (SW-LR-ALL),
and they do not require manually constructing rules to extract the
information.
These efforts include attempting to semi-automate aspects of due
diligence review of contract provisions, such as red-flagging lease
agreements for language presenting risks—extension periods,
compulsory reconstruction, landlord repairs, sublease permissions, etc.82
Text analytic tools have also been applied to determine which of a half
million contracts lacks forum selection or choice-of-law clauses and
identify the likely template source of an agreement.83

Figure 12: Interactive ML for statutory relevance analysis
80. Id.
81. Noam Kolt, Predicting Consumer Contracts, 37 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. (forthcoming 2022).
82. Spyretta Leivaditi et al., A Benchmark for Lease Contract Review, (Oct. 2020) (unpublished
manuscript) (available at https://arxiv.org/pdf/2010.10386.pdf).
83. See Julian Nyarko, Stickiness and Incomplete Contracts, 88 U. CHI. L. REV. 1 (2021).
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Regarding statutory texts, recent efforts include automatically
identifying semantic types of legal provisions, such as classifying
statements in statutes as a prohibition, permission, definition, or
reference.84 Another program supports human experts in assessing the
relevance of a statutory provision to a legal issue, such as the public health
system’s preparedness and response to public health emergencies.85
Savelka, et al. developed an interactive ML tool for this purpose, similar
to that used for e-discovery. The tool is interactive in that it continually
offers instances to a human expert to classify and uses the expert’s
decisions to update its model incrementally. As indicated in Figure 12,
the tool shows the user (a) an unprocessed statutory provision, (b) the
features and terms deemed important in the current model and their
weights, (c) summary statistics showing the distribution of relevant and
non-relevant provisions up to that point, and (d) a list of the labeled
provisions with confidence scores. It suggests the label for the
unprocessed provision, indicates its confidence level, highlights the
prominent features in the current provision at (a) and (b), solicits the
user’s decision (top right), recomputes the model, and restarts the
process.86
Researchers are also making progress on using technology to make
legal inferences from statutory provisions. For instance, they have
developed a system for answering yes or no questions from the
infamously difficult Japanese bar examination. Here is a sample question:
Is it true that a special provision that releases warranty can be made, but in
that situation, when there are rights that the seller establishes on his/her
own for a third party, the seller is not released of warranty?87

The program identifies civil law statutory provisions that are textually
similar to the question, identifies which of their sentences are most
relevant to answering, extracts and compares semantic links between the
question and relevant sentences, and then predicts if the statute entails an
answer to the question. It employs unsupervised ML to obtain the
entailment answer. Unsupervised ML does not learn from classified
instances; it employs clustering algorithms to infer groupings of
unlabeled instances based on their content. Despite rather limited data, it
achieved accuracy considerably better than mere chance.

84. Bernhard Waltl et al., Classifying Legal Norms with Active Machine Learning, 302 LEGAL
KNOWLEDGE & INFO. SYS. 11 (2017).
85. Jaromír Šavelka et al., Applying an Interactive Machine Learning Approach to Statutory
Analysis, 279 LEGAL KNOWLEDGE & INFO. SYS. 101 (2015).
86. Id.
87. Mi-Young Kim & Randy Goebel, Two-Step Cascaded Textual Entailment for Legal Bar Exam
Question Answering, in PROC. 16TH EDITION INT’L CONF. ON A.I. & L. 283 (2017).
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H. One-shot Learning with GPT-3
OpenAI’s GPT-3, a transformer language model, promises to make
learning to respond to textual queries much more efficient and
dramatically improve textual entailment.88 It uses an attention function to
calculate the probability that a word will appear given surrounding words.
Its 175 billion parameters apply greater or lesser weights to some aspect
of the data reflecting what the network has learned.
The GPT-3 can learn from just a few examples. For example, we
submitted the following inputs to GPT-3 by way of training it how to
answer questions about the meaning of “essential step” in the Copyright
Act, 17 U.S.C. § 117(a)(1), the subject of the example in Figure 10 above,
an abstract of the Krause case,89 and three sample questions and answers
concerning whether some activity with software constitutes and “essential
step” within the meaning of § 117(a)(1). This training input is shown
below.
GPT3: I am a highly intelligent question answering bot. If you ask me a
question that is based on the passage below I will answer it correctly.
TRAINING INPUT:
Plaintiff Krause sued defendant Titleserv for copyright infringement.
Krause alleged that Titleserv infringed plaintiff's copyrights by modifying
the source code of eight computer programs Krause authored for Titleserv.
Titleserv modified Krause’s programs by adding new features, such as
check printing and providing for direct client access. These changes were
designed to improve the programs’ functionality in serving Titleserv’s
business. The changes were not strictly necessary to keep the programs
functioning. Krause argued that these modifications infringed his
copyrights in his software.
Titleserv defended that its modifications were an essential step in the
utilization of the program and did not infringe Krause’s copyrights.
According to 17 U.S.C. § 117(a)(1) it is not copyright infringement for
anyone who (i) owns a physical copy of a computer program, (ii) makes a
copy or an adaptation "as an essential step in the utilization of the computer
program in conjunction with a machine," and (iii) uses it "in no other
manner." The CONTU Report of the National Commission on New
Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works, which Congress followed,
states that the rights granted by § 117(a) could "only be exercised so long
as they did not harm the interests of the copyright proprietor."
The Court concluded that Titleserv's changes to its copy of Krause's
programs were essential steps within the meaning of § 117(a)(1). The Court
considered the concepts of "essential" and "utilization" to be ambiguous.

88. Tom B. Brown et al., Language Models are Few-Shot Learners (July 22, 2020) (unpublished
manuscript) (available at https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.14165.pdf).
89. Krause v. Titleserv, Inc., 402 F.3d 119 (2d Cir. 2005).
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§ 117(a)(1) did not clearly restrict essential steps to only those strictly
necessary to running the program, such as copying in the course of
installing and running the program on a computer. Also, § 117(a)(1) did
not clearly restrict essential steps to limited modification, such as fixing
bugs to prevent the program from crashing. Finally, § 117(a)(1) did not
clearly exclude from essential steps more extensive modification that
involved adding new program features to enhance functionality. The Court
construed § 117(a) in light of the CONTU Report. The Court found that
the modest changes made by Titleserv were made only to its copies of
Krause's programs. Krause enjoyed no less opportunity after Titleserv's
changes, than before, to use, market, or otherwise reap the fruits of the
copyrighted programs he created.
Q: If Titleserv modified Krause’s programs by adding new features, such
as check printing and providing for direct client access, would that
modification be an essential step within the meaning of § 117(a)(1)?
A: Yes, because even though Titleserv’s modification of Krause’s
programs would enhance the programs’ functionality, the modification
would be modest, the modification would only affect Titleserv’s copies of
Krause’s program, and the modification would not harm the interests of
Krause, the copyright owner.
Q: If Titleserv altered copies of Krause's software and marketed the altered
copies to third parties, would that alteration be an essential step within the
meaning of § 117(a)(1)?
A: No, because Titleserv’s alteration would affect more than Titleserv’s
copies of Krause’s programs, and the alteration would harm the interests
of Krause, the copyright owner.
Q: If Titleserv fixed bugs in Krause’s programs to prevent the programs
from crashing, would that modification be an essential step within the
meaning of § 117(a)(1)?
A: Yes, because Titleserv’s modification of Krause’s programs would be
strictly necessary to run the program, the modification would affect only
Titleserv’s copies of Krause’s programs, and the modification would not
harm the interests of Krause, the copyright owner.
FIRST TEST INPUT Q: If Titleserv altered Krause’s programs in a way that interfered with Krause's access
to, or ability to exploit, the copyrighted work that he authored, would that alteration be an essential step
within the meaning of § 117(a)(1)?
GPT-3: A: No, because Titleserv’s alteration would affect more than Titleserv’s copies of Krause’s
programs, and the alteration would harm the interests of Krause, the copyright owner.
SECOND TEST INPUT Q: If, in installing Krause’s programs in Titleserv’s computer, Titleserv copied
Krause’s programs from a computer’s hard drive to the computer’s random access memory, would that be an
essential step within the meaning of § 117(a)(1)?
GPT-3: A: No, because Titleserv’s copying of Krause’s programs would not be an essential step in
the utilization of the programs, the copying would not be limited to Titleserv’s copies of Krause’s
programs, and the copying would harm the interests of Krause, the copyright owner.

Figure 13: Test Input Questions and GPT-3’s Answers
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Then, we submitted the two test input questions shown in Figure 13.
The answers illustrate that with minimal training, GPT-3 can generate
intelligible answers to such questions, answers that appear reasonable
even if they may be wrong. GPT-3’s answer to the second test input
question was incorrect. It appears that GPT-3 does not understand that
copying a program from a computer’s hard drive to the computer’s
random access memory is necessary to run the program on a computer or
that actions necessary to run a program on a computer are likely to be
“essential steps.” David Ferrucci, who led the IBM team that developed
Watson, likes to call transformer models like GPT-3 “super-parrots,”
noting:
They do well at narrow tasks, but only by constantly asking themselves one
simple question: ‘Based on all the documents I’ve seen, what would a
human likely say here?’ … What’s left unwritten … is the vast body of
shared experience that led humans to write the words in the first place.”90

In short, GPT-3 is capable of producing realistic appearing answers with
little training, but one cannot yet rely on their correctness.
I. Evaluating Extracted Legal Meanings in Use Cases
The optimism that text analytics can extract more meaning from legal
texts is qualified by the need to evaluate the extracted meanings in the
context of particular use cases. As noted, “use case” means a context and
set of interactions between a user and the system that would enable the
user to achieve a kind of goal or solve a type of problem.
In the first place, a use case frames how one should interpret the results
of an evaluation. As Walker stresses “whether performance is adequate is
a function of the end use case.”91 Second, in surveying research projects
like those described above, one should distinguish between those that
evaluate how well a program extracts legal meaning from text, an intrinsic
evaluation, and those that also evaluate how well the extracted meaning
serves in the intended use case, an extrinsic evaluation. Both are of
interest, but the field needs more experiments that demonstrate how
extracted meanings improve use-case performance. For example, an
experiment could assess whether the extracted meanings improve the

90. David Ferrucci, Can Super-Parrots Ever Achieve Language Understanding?, ELEMENTAL
COGNITION (May 21, 2020), https://medium.com/@ElementalCognition/can-super-parrots-ever-achievelanguage-understanding-8307dfd3e87c.
91. Vern Walker et al., Automatic Classification of Rhetorical Roles for Sentences: Comparing
Rule-Based Scripts with Machine Learning, in PROC. THIRD WORKSHOP ON AUTOMATED SEMANTIC
ANALYSIS OF INFO. IN LEGAL TEXTS, CO-LOCATED WITH THE 17TH INT’L CONF. ON A.I. & L. (ICAIL)
(2019).
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reranking performance of a legal information system,92 or enable humans
to solve a problem more effectively or efficiently, as in the evaluation of
HAN highlighting of WIPO or BVA decisions.93
Work on case prediction and summarization illustrate this need. The
highly touted prediction programs have been evaluated only intrinsically,
not in the field. ML evaluations involve dividing the data into separate
training and test sets, which ensures fairness, and then determining how
well the trained ML model performs on the test set. As far as known, the
resulting trained models have not been evaluated in the field as part of an
application intended to guide human decision making about whether to
bring a claim or settle it. Automatically generated legal case
summarization has often been evaluated intrinsically in terms of rouge
and bleu metrics. These metrics provide different ways to compare texts
in terms of overlapping units of word sequences.94 Although useful, they
do not measure whether a legal case summary will enable users to decide
more efficiently whether to read the full case.
Evaluations of utility in use cases or with human users are expensive
and difficult, but the potential intellectual and practical payouts are
evident. Unfortunately, academic researchers have not conducted or
published many extrinsic evaluations, probably due to the cost. If
commercial researchers perform such extrinsic evaluations, they do not
publish them often either, probably to protect confidential product
information.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS
Even though new legal text analytic applications cannot yet read texts
or explain their conclusions as lawyers can, they are extracting useful
semantic information in ways that are changing legal practice.
Meanwhile, as we have seen, researchers in text analytics are finding new
ways to tease more meaning from legal texts. Ultimately, this will lead to
new ways for ML to explain its predictions in terms that legal
professionals can understand.
What are the prospects for teasing even more meaning from legal texts
in the future? And what is the role of knowledge representation? The most
promising methods we have seen include Branting’s SCALE, Savelka’s
92. Bansal, supra note 72.
93. Branting et al., Scalable and explainable legal prediction, supra note 36.
94. See Chin-Yew Lin, Rouge: A Package for Automatic Evaluation of Summaries, in
WORKSHOP ON TEXT SUMMARIZATION BRANCHES OUT, BARCELONA, SPAIN, JULY 25-26, 2004 74
(2004); Kishore Papineni et al., BLEU: A Method for Automatic Evaluation of Machine Translation, in
PROC. 40TH ANNUAL MEETING ON ASSOC. FOR COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS 311 (2002).
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work on identifying useful explanatory sentences, and Walker’s research
on identifying sentence argument roles, which all involved exercises in
knowledge representation. These include SCALE’s type system of 122
tags in the WIPO domain name dispute corpus, Savelka’s descriptive
features that model retrieved sentences explaining statutory terms, their
relationships to the terms of interest, and the provisions from which they
arose, and Walker’s sentence roles and use of rules to identify text
patterns well enough for certain use cases. These exercises in knowledge
representation provide systems a conceptual vocabulary for error analysis
to understand why deep learning predictions worked or failed and
conceivably for generating legal explanations.
Whether human or machine, those who would explain legal predictions
need to know and manipulate the kind of legal concepts and argument
structures that programs like the VJAP model employ. The prospects for
ML to extract factors from case texts are good. Given a robust capability
to do that, the capacity of such models to make argument-based
predictions and explain them will enable users to assess ML predictions
more critically and even test them by adding or removing factors.
Law schools can do a better job preparing students to understand the
impact of ML and text analytics on legal practice. This includes making
students aware of the problem of relying on text analytic tools, the need
to learn how to evaluate the new technologies, and the opportunities the
tools present for multidisciplinary interactions. At the University of
Pittsburgh, my colleagues and I teach a law school course entitled Applied
Legal Analytics and AI.95 Using basic Python Notebooks, law students
engage in a progression of lessons in homework and lectures on ML and
NLP. These lessons entail evaluating applications of ML and NLP to legal
text data and aim to help students understand the implications and
obligations of relying on such applications.
In legal education, law students learn to identify, apply, and manipulate
patterns of conceptual structures through repetition and practice. In a
sense, law students fine tune their more general models of reading and
language to the demands of the legal domain. Can building even larger
neural networks like OpenAI’s GPT-3 model achieve this too? In addition
to lacking common sense knowledge about the world, deep learning
approaches lack something else important. According to Marcus and
Davis (2019) “deep learning … just has lots and lots of isolated bits of
information known as features, without any structure.”96
How can deep learning language models learn to explain and argue
95. Šavelka et al., supra note 7.
96. Gary Marcus & Ernest Davis, REBOOTING AI: BUILDING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE WE CAN
TRUST 87 (2019).
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about legal conclusions without taking conceptual structures and legal
knowledge into account? As the patterns and features comprising these
structures become more abstract, from predicting the next character to the
next word to the next sentence to the next conceptual structure or
argument move, how will deep learning represent them and assign
weights? Perhaps they can learn to take such structures into account, but
we simply have not managed to adopt the right configurations of networks
and layers that capture them and their frequency information. That is a
question for a new generation of researchers in AI and Law and legal text
analytics.
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